Influence of convection on the diffusive transport and sieving of water and small solutes across the peritoneal membrane.
The three-pore model of peritoneal membrane physiology predicts sieving of small solutes as a result of the presence of a water-exclusive pathway. The purpose of this study was to measure the diffusive and convective components of small solute transport, including water, under differing convection. Triplicate studies were performed in eight stable individuals using 2-L exchanges of bicarbonate buffered 1.36 or 3.86% glucose and icodextrin. Diffusion of water was estimated by establishing an artificial gradient of deuterated water (HDO) between blood/body water and the dialysate. (125)RISA (radio-iodinated serum albumin) was used as an intraperitoneal volume marker to determine the net ultrafiltration and reabsorption of fluid. The mass transfer area coefficient (MTAC) for HDO and solutes was estimated using the Garred and Waniewski equations. The MTAC of HDO calculated for 1.36% glucose and icodextrin were similar (36.8 versus 39.7 ml/min; P = 0.3), whereas for other solutes, values obtained using icodextrin were consistently higher (P < 0.05). A significant increase in the MTAC of HDO was demonstrated with an increase in the convective flow of water when using 3.86% glucose (mean value, 49.5 ml/min; P < 0.05). MTAC for urea was also increased with 3.86% glucose. The identical MTAC for water using 1.36% glucose and icodextrin indicates that diffusion is predominantly through small pores, whereas the difference in MTAC for the remaining solutes is a reflection of their sieving. The increase in the MTAC of water and urea associated with an increase in convection is most likely due to increased mixing within the interstitium.